Some UPV courses may have specific requirements and/or have limited access for exchange students. Exceptionally, some other courses may be unavailable for a specific period or academic year.

If you are an exchange student, please read this information carefully.

Study Programmes unavailable 2021/2022

- Master's Degree in Information Management
- Master's Degree in Advanced Architecture, Landscape, Urban Planning and Design
- Master's Degree in Preservation of Architectural Heritage

Course Restrictions

- **FADE**: Acceptance in Business courses for students outside the FADE School is extremely unlikely. Spanish B2
- **ETSID**: Aerospace courses in English are only available for students with aerospace/aeronautical background.
- **FBBAA**: Acceptance in courses in design, animation, photography for students outside the Faculty of Fine Arts is very unlikely. BA in Design and Creative Technologies programme has very limited vacancies and will not accept students from other UPV Schools/Faculties, as well as the MA courses offered at the FBBAA.
- **ETSINF**: For all degrees: limited places. Student’s background must be related to the degree. 156-Bachelor's Degree in Computer Engineering: No places available in the Software, Computing and IT Engineering branch) - 189-Bachelor's Degree in Data Science - profile related to the degree --- 2287-Master's Degree in Cybersecurity and Cyberintelligence - Language: Spanish (restricted access by agreement) --- 2233-Master's Degree in Computer Engineering - Language: Spanish
- **ETSICCP**: Master’s Degree in Hydraulic Engineering and Environment: The number of places for optional subjects is very limited and it's necessary to have background in the field of hydraulics and environment
- **ETSICCP**: Some courses must be registered together: 1st Semester: 34925-BIM MANAGEMENT + 34258 - Gestión de Proyectos con BIM (esp. Gestión) 2ns Sem. - 34925-BIM MANAGEMENT + 34200 - Metodología BIM (esp. Tecnología) -2nd Sem.,esp. Gestión 32625 - Viabilidad económica de promociones inmobiliarias y 32624 - Evaluación financiera promociones inmobiliarias Inver. Inm. are linked and work both on a common project.
- **ETSI**: Master’s Degrees: MIAPLCS, MUDGP, MUCII, MUSIMA, MUCD, MUIIM, MUAII, MUTEDS, M UIB: Places availability may be reduced due to Covid19 situation. Necessary to fulfill the academic profile to access the degree (suitable background); candidates require approval of the Master’s Director. / **Additionally for MIAPLCS, MUDGP, MUCII, MUSIMA, MUCD, MUIIM, MUAII, Certify B2 Spanish level**/ **Additionally for MUTEDS**: Semester A: Only available for universities/schools with specific agreements Semester B: Limited places. Spanish-taught courses: Certify B2 Spanish level; English-taught courses: Certify B2 English level. // **Additionally for MUIB**: Spanish-taught courses: Certify B2 Spanish level; English-taught courses: Certify B2 English level. //